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Abstract— Motivated by the recent success of supervised
and weakly supervised common object discovery, in this
paper, we move forward one step further to tackle common
object discovery in a fully unsupervised way. Generally, object
co-localization aims at simultaneously localizing objects of the
same class across a group of images. Traditional object localization/detection usually trains specific object detectors which
require bounding box annotations of object instances, or at least
image-level labels to indicate the presence/absence of objects in an
image. Given a collection of images without any annotations, our
proposed fully unsupervised method is to simultaneously discover
images that contain common objects and also localize common
objects in corresponding images. Without requiring to know the
total number of common objects, we formulate this unsupervised
object discovery as a sub-graph mining problem from a weighted
graph of object proposals, where nodes correspond to object
proposals, and edges represent the similarities between neighbouring proposals. The positive images and common objects are
jointly discovered by finding sub-graphs of strongly connected
nodes, with each sub-graph capturing one object pattern. The
optimization problem can be efficiently solved by our proposed
maximal-flow-based algorithm. Instead of assuming that each
image contains only one common object, our proposed solution
can better address wild images where each image may contain
multiple common objects or even no common object. Moreover,
our proposed method can be easily tailored to the task of image
retrieval in which the nodes correspond to the similarity between
query and reference images. Extensive experiments on PASCAL
VOC 2007 and Object Discovery data sets demonstrate that
even without any supervision, our approach can discover/localize
common objects of various classes in the presence of scale, view
point, appearance variation, and partial occlusions. We also
conduct broad experiments on image retrieval benchmarks,
Holidays and Oxford5k data sets, to show that our proposed
method, which considers both the similarity between query and
reference images and also similarities among reference images,
can help to improve the retrieval results significantly.
Index Terms— Common object discovery, image retrieval,
unsupervised learning, sub-graph mining.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
OCALIZING and detecting objects in images are among
the most widely studied computer vision problems. They
are quite challenging due to intra-class variation, inter-class
diversity, and noisy annotations, especially in wild images.
Thus, a large body of fully/strongly annotated data is crucial to
train detectors to achieve satisfactory performance. However,
manually labeling the presence of objects and even their
locations in images is time-consuming, expensive and laborious. On the other hand, the explosive visual data available
at almost no cost on websites such as Flickr and Facebook have not been fully utilized. Therefore, building object
localization and detection frameworks with weak supervision or even no supervision has been of great interest in recent
years.
Weakly-supervised object localization (WSOL) [1], [2] has
drawn much attention recently. It aims at localizing common
objects across images using the annotations to indicate the
presence/absence of the objects of interest. In this paper,
we focus on simultaneously discovering and localizing common objects in real-world images, which shares the same
type of output as WSOL, but does not require the annotation
of presence/absence of objects. In addition, we tackle this
problem in a more challenging scenario where (1) multiple
common object classes are contained in the given collection
of images, which means this is a totally unsupervised problem;
(2) multiple objects or even no object is contained in some of
the images (see Fig. 1), so that there may exist some outliers
which do not contain any common objects. It shows in our
experiments that even when the outlier ratio reaches as high
as 60%, our method can still achieve satisfactory performance.
The detailed comparisons of the required supervision for
weakly-/un-supervised methods and our proposed method are
shown in Table I. It can be clearly seen that, our proposed
method could save all annotations on images and bounding
boxes and even the number of categories in the given image
set, while allowing high rate of noisy images.
To localize the objects in images, we propose to approach
the common object discovery and localization in images based
on off-the-shelf object proposals. Many common patterns
discovery methods [8]–[10] usually treat the objects as a
composition of visual primitives, e.g., a bicycle can be composed by one triangle primitive and two circle primitives.
In this paper, we treat each object as a whole and aim to find
clusters of proposals which appear frequently and contain the
whole object. To this end, we formulate the common object
class discovery process as a constrained sub-graph mining
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT S UPERVISION R EQUIRED FOR THE W EAKLY-/U N -S UPERVISED M ETHODS AND O URS

•

Fig. 1. Our goal is to simultaneously discover images that contain common
objects and also localize common objects in corresponding images. (Better
viewed in color.)

A very first attempt to simultaneously perform common object discovery and localization with high outlier
ratios (e.g., as high as 60%) in a fully unsupervised
situation.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II briefly reviews the development of common object
discovery strategies and the sub-graph selection based methods. Section III describes the proposed approach, i.e., the problem formulation and the optimization process, in detail.
Experimental results on and implementation details on
co-localization and image retrieval are elaborated in Section IV
and section V, respectively. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK

problem, which characterizes a whole image group as a graph
composed of the object proposals as nodes and the similarities
between the proposals as edges. Different from traditional subgraph mining methods which rely on either edges or nodes to
perform solution, the proposed method considers both factors
thus can bring better performance. Moreover, our proposed
method can be easily extended to the task of image/instance
retrieval where the nodes of the graph are defined as the
similarity between query and reference images, and the
edges are the similarities between each pair of the reference
images.
Our proposed method is evaluated on PASCAL VOC
2007 (part and all) and Object Discovery datasets in terms
of the detected locations of common objects, and on Holidays
and Oxford5k datasets in terms of the retrieval results. The
first part of experiments show that our approach not only can
discover the images that contain the objects while removing
the outlier images, but also can localize common objects effectively even without any image annotations. The experiments on
image/instance retrieval further demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed method. To validate the robustness of our
method, we also evaluate our method in a more challenging scenario where the number of outlier images (without
any common objects in it) accounts for a high proportion
(e.g., as high as 60%). To summarize, our main contributions
are three folds:
• A new sub-graph selection objective function for unsupervised common object discovery is proposed to formulate
the scenario where the number of objects contained in
each image is unconstrained.
• A novel solution which is inspired by the maximal flow
algorithm is proposed to optimize the sub-graph selection
problem efficiently.

Common object discovery plays an important role in computer vision tasks, such as object detection/localization [2],
[11], [12], image co-segmentation/saliency [13], [14]. The
main paradigm of these tasks are similar: the inputs are
usually real-world images with incomplete labels or sometimes even without any supervision information, then the
key step is to discover the most frequently occurring pattern
by methods such as local feature matching, sub-graph mining, etc. Based on the results of pattern discovery, the outputs differ according to the targets of tasks, for example,
detection/localization draws bounding boxes around objects,
co-saliency and co-segmentation predict pixel-wise labels.
In the following, we will review some representative studies
on the common object discovery according to the different
supervision required, and also its extension to image/instance
retrieval, then the strategies of the sub-graph mining which
inspire us a novel solution to the proposed method.
A. Weakly-Supervised Object Discovery
Weakly-supervised strategies are widely used in the tasks
such as object detection/localization [1], [2], [11], image
co-segmentation/saliency [14]–[17]. Object discovery from
videos [18]–[20] can also be seen as weakly-supervised methods since we only know the frame-level labels. Although many
studies claim to be weakly-supervised methods, the supervision required is a little different. Some methods require the
image-level labels to indicate the categories, while some only
need the binary labels to indicate whether there exists an
object or not. No matter which case, obtaining the image-level
labels is much easier than annotating object locations or pixelwise labels. Some studies [21], [22] on mid-level representations also adopt the weakly-supervised skill by requiring only
the image labels rather than the patch labels, so that they can
leverage the large amount of tagged images on the Internet.
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Fig. 2. Schematic process of the key working mechanism. Given a set of images, we first extract the object proposals and then these proposals are filtered by
a pretrained two-class classifier [23] which better distinguishes the objects from backgrounds. The weighted combination of the proposal’s confidence output
from the classifier together with the average saliency within the proposal is the final probability of the proposals containing an object. Then we build a densely
connected graph which takes the scored proposals as nodes, and the similarities between these object proposals as the edges. Two models are proposed to
handle different scenarios where 1) a given image group contains multiple common object classes, but each image contains at most one target object; 2) an
individual image and the image group are both likely to contain multiple common objects. We only show the results under the first assumption in this figure;
the common objects are highlighted in green and the outlier images are in red. (Better viewed in color.)

B. Unsupervised Object Discovery
More recently, researchers tend to study object discovery
tasks in wild images without any annotations, including noisy
images without target objects and images containing multiple
objects. The most representative studies on common object
co-localization are [5]–[7], all the methods together with our
proposed method all take advantage of the object proposals.
However, these methods are based on the assumption that
there is only one target object in each positive image, and
the image groups are usually without any outliers or with
a rather low outlier ratio. Since these restrictions are not
always satisfied in real-world image sets, our proposed method
is extended to tackle scenarios where individual images
could contain multiple target objects, and also scenarios with
high outlier ratios (e.g., as high as 60%). Clustering-based
methods [24], [25] are also well studied for classification or co-segmentation, they can also be used as a postprocessing of the co-localization to group the patches in the
same category.
C. Object Instance/Image Search
The goal of the image/instance retrieval is to select the
images, which are similar to or contain the same instance
as the given query, from a set of reference images. The
difference of the image retrieval and instance retrieval is that
the former prefers to select images that are globally similar to
the query [26], [27], while the latter cares more about the foreground objects contained in the reference images [28], [29].
The resulting ranks of the two tasks both depend on the
similarity to the query, and usually there will be a re-ranking
stage to refine the search results, such as AML [29] and
QE [30]. However, it is widely acknowledged that if a reference I is associated with a query Q, then it is possible
that the reference images which enjoy high similarity with I
may also be associated with Q, and vice versa. Thus, our

proposed framework, which employs both the similarity
between query and reference images and the similarities
among reference images, can help to improve the resulting
ranks by adding or removing some outlier images from the
top-ranked list.
D. Sub-Graph Selection
Frequent feature selection with graph [31], [32] is one of
the arms of data mining, it has long been used in computer
vision for common object/pattern. For example, the methods
of sub-graph mining have been introduced to solve the task of
thematic pattern discovery in videos [33], [34], where each
node of the graph is represented by visual words and the
affinity graph is built based on the relationships of these visual
words. The sub-set of visual words having the maximum
overall mutual information scores is selected. Although the
algorithms work well in their scenarios, to find a sub-graph
only depends on graph edges but neglects the weights of nodes
is obviously inadequate for our settings. For instance, given
a group of images containing airplane, the patches containing
sky can also be the frequently occurring sub-sets since the
airplane usually occurs together with sky. In order to solve
such confusion, we propose to apply prior knowledge like
saliency, ratio of the width to the height to discriminate the
foreground objects out of backgrounds if they have similar
frequency.
III. M ETHODS
In this section, we will present our proposed approach as
shown in Fig. II. Given a collection of real world images
which may contain outlier/negative images, our goal is to
simultaneously discover images that contain common objects
and also localize common objects in corresponding images.
Moreover, to make the proposed method applicable to wild
images, we do not assume to know the total number of object
classes in the given dataset, as well as the number of objects
that occur in one single image.
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A. Simultaneous Object Discovery and Localization
To localize the common objects in wild images, we use
off-the-shelf object proposals at the first step, then the key
problems are 1) to discover the images that contain at least
one common object while eliminating the outlier images; and
2) to locate the proposals corresponding to the common
objects. To achieve these two goals simultaneously, we formulate the discovery process as a sub-graph mining problem,
where the whole graph is built based on all the object proposals
from all images. Once the subset of proposals containing
common objects is found, we can easily identify the images
that contain these proposals, and the locations of objects in
the images are where the corresponding proposals extracted.
In the following, we will introduce how to build graphs in
detail based on two different assumptions: 1) there is at most
one common object in a single image, which is the most
popular setting in previous works and 2) there may be multiple
common objects in each image, which is a more challenging
scenario.
N , and a set of proposals
Given a set of images {Ii }i=1
M
{P j } j =1 extracted from all images, we denote an image as
positive if it contains the common object; similarly, a proposal
is called positive if it corresponds to a common object. Two
vectors g ∈ {0, 1} N , f ∈ {0, 1} M are used to infer the
labels (positive or negative) of the images and proposals,
respectively. As our task is to simultaneously discover and
locate common objects, we need to infer g and f from the
whole image dataset together. It is clear that an image should
be labeled positive if one of the proposals extracted from it is
positive. The relation between f and g can thus be captured by
a binary matrix A ∈ R M×N , where A j,i = 1 if the j th proposal
is extracted from the i th image. The correlation of all proposals
can be represented by a weighted affinity graph, where each
edge represents the similarity between two proposals, and
the weight of each node represents the probability of being
positive.
Without loss of generality, we first assume that each positive
image contains one common object: this scenario is termed
as ‘Single Instance version of Unsupervised Object Localization (S-UOL).’ Then the following constraint must hold:
A f = g. This constraint guarantees that there must be one
positive proposal ( f j = 1) being selected in each positive
image (gi = 1), while no positive proposal ( f j = 0) will
be selected in each negative image (gi = 0). Then finding
a sub-graph of positive proposals is to simultaneously infer
variables f , g which maximize the following objective:
max c f − λ f  L f − ηg0
f ,g

s.t. A f = g

(1)

where each element c j in c ∈ R M is confidence of the
j th proposal being positive. The first term c f aims at
maximizing the cumulative score of the selected sub-graph.
Laplacian matrix L is defined as L = D − W , where W ∈
R M×M is the similarity matrix based on the proposal
 Mfeatures,
and D is the diagonal matrix in which D j, j = k=1
W j,k .
The second term f  L f is to minimize the effect of negative
proposals by emphasizing more on the edge connections with

higher weights, and the parameter λ controls the influence
of this connectivity. The last term g0 attempts to eliminate negative images. The reason for combining the outlier
discovery and object localization into a joint formulation is
that the two processes can help each other during learning,
e.g., the more frequently occurring images are more likely to
contain common objects, and vice versa. It is worth noting that
most previous studies [5], [6] only consider image sets without
outliers or with a small proportion of outliers, however, our
method can handle data with a large portion of outlier images.
The above formulation can be easily extended to address
a more general scenario where for a group of images, some
of them may contain multiple common objects. We call this
setting as “Multiple Instance version of Unsupervised Object
Localization (M-UOL)”. Then the objective can be written as:
max c f − λ f  L f − η f 0
f

(2)

Definitions of variables are the same as Eq. (1), but we give up
the constraint as it is unknown how many positive proposals
each positive image may contain. Note that we reward sparse
solutions by the last term due to there are dozens of proposals
extracted from each image and the majority of them tend
to be negative ones, thus a sparsity regularizer on f is
still necessary for co-localization problems to avoid selecting
large numbers of proposals. The parameter η controls the
influence of sparsity. The M-UOL model can also be applied
to the problem of image and instance retrieval, where the
node confidences represent how relevant the reference images
and the query are, and the similarity matrix W is composed
of the similarity between reference images. Different from
traditional retrieval methods which only consider the relation
between query and reference images, our method can also take
advantage of the relations among the reference images.
Compared with most of the previous graph-based methods,
we make a significant improvement by leveraging both node
and edge weights to build graphs. The roles of the nodes and
edges on the sub-graph mining results are shown in Fig. 3.
Based on our formulation, the isolated nodes even with high
possibilities of containing an object are less likely selected,
such as the node corresponding to a bike (not a common
object) in Fig. 3. A set of cohesively connected nodes may
also not be the ideal sub-graph if the weight of each node
is low (i.e., less likely to be objects), such as the cluster of
sky highlighted in red in Fig. 3. Only nodes enjoying high
confidence of being the objects and correlating cohesively with
each other are selected (e.g., patterns of airplanes and cats),
which are exactly the first and second terms in Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2) designed for.
B. Optimization
To solve the sub-graph mining problems defined in Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2), we resort to the maximal flow algorithm proposed
by Boykov and Kolmogorov [35]. It has been demonstrated
in [36] and [37] that a minimum cut can be efficiently computed with the maximum flow algorithm, meanwhile, it can
be proved that our objective functions are combinations of
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Fig. 3. Illustration of sub-graph mining from a densely connected graph. The
nodes of the graph are represented by circles in different sizes to indicate the
confidence of proposals containing common objects. The different numbers in
circles denote the proposals are extracted from different images. The edges of
the graph are represented by the distances between circles, the more similar
two proposals are, the closer they are in the figure. Each node is connected
to the nearest 5 neighbors. The resulting sub-set of nodes are highlighted
by green which enjoying high confidences and are cohesive with each other.
Although close to each other, the red nodes are unlikely to contain object due
to low weights of these nodes, and some of the grey ones in spite of enjoy
high confidences but are unlikely to be common objects since they are unique
to other nodes. (Better viewed in color with magnification.)

cut-functions, so that to optimize our objective functions is
equivalent to find a min-cut on a graph.
Proof: Given a graph G over nodes V = {1, . . . , M},
the goal of minimum cut is
S ⊂ Vthat
 a sub-set 
 to find
M
M
minimizes the cut-function p∈S q ∈S
p=1
q=1
/ E p,q =
f p (1 − f q )E p,q , where E denotes the adjacency matrix of
the graph, f p is 1 if p ∈ S and 0 otherwise. The graphregularized subset selection problem formalized in Eq. (1)
can be represented as following by substituting the constraint
into the objective function:


ηA f 0 − c f + λ f  L f
(3)
min
f ∈{0,1} M

By introducing artificial nodes s and t to the graph, the first
term can be encoded as a cut-function:
ηA f 0 − c f
M
N 
M


A p,i f p −
cp f p
=η
i=1 p=1

=η

M


fp

p=1

=η

M


M


fp −



p∈S,c p <η

=

M


M


cp f p

p=1

cp f p

p=1

(η − c p ) f p

p=1

=

A p,i −

i=1

p=1

=

p=1

N


M

p=1






η − cp +



η − cp −

p∈V ,c p ≥η

E s, p f s (1 − f p ) +

M

p=1





η−c p

p ∈S,c
/
p ≥η

E p,t f p (1 − f t ) + C

(4)




where C = p∈V ,c p ≥η η − c p is a constant, f s = 1, f t = 0
and the edges of the two augmented nodes s and t are given by
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E p,q = λW p,q for 1 ≤ p, q ≤ n and E s, p = max{c p − η, 0}
and E t, p = η − c p + E s, p , W is the adjacency matrix of the
original graph without augmentation. As f s = 1 and f t = 0
enforce that s ∈ S and t ∈
/ S, it follows that Eq. (1) is an
s/t min-cut problem on the transformed graph defined by the
adjacency matrix E over the nodes of G augmented by s and t.
The aforementioned situation still holds if W is a weighted
adjacency matrix, so the min-cut reformulation can also be
applied to a weighted network.
The second term of Eq. (3) can be easily represented as a
cut-function over graph G:
⎛
⎞
M
M


f p ⎝ D p, p −
W p,q f q ⎠
f L f =
p=1

=

M
M 


q=1



W p,q f p 1 − f q

(5)

p=1 q=1

Similarly, it can be proved that the objective Eq. (2)
can also be represented as the combination of two
cut-functions.

It is clearly shown from the above proof that both of the
proposed objectives could be represented by cut-functions,
thus could be optimized by maximal flow algorithms. In our
implementation, we use Boykov-Kolmogorov algorithm [35]
to solve our node selection problems. Although the worst case
complexity is in O(M 2 en), where e represents the number of
edges in the graph and n is the size of the minimum cut,
it performs efficiently in practice since the graph is rather
sparse. Comparing our S-UOL Model with the joint model
proposed in [5], one can find that our method can directly
output the binary solution while [5] needs to set an extra
threshold for the binarization of their real-value solution.
C. Ablation Simulation
To visualize the effectiveness of our proposed framework
and its components, we run a test experiment on some
simulated 2D data points (see Fig. 4) based on the general
assumption that there may exist multiple common objects in a
single positive image. In this simulation experiment, the node
confidence is set as its density calculated following [38], and
the similarity matrix is calculated by Wk,l = exp(−xi,k −
x j,l 2 ). The affinity graph is constructed in the same way as
described in Section III-A. The proposed sub-graph mining
technique is tested on these data, and the results are shown
in Fig. 4. Each point represents a node, and the green ones are
positive, while red ones are negative. There are 1600 positive
points and 2000 negative points in total. In order to show
the relative importance of each part in the affinity graph
formulated in Eq. (2), we display the results, which are
optimized based on the nodes only (Unary term in Eq. (2)),
on the edges only, and on both the nodes and edges (Unary
and Laplacian term in Eq. (2)), in the first row. Fig. 4(b)
pictures the case where we treat the top 2000 points with
higher node confidences as positive. It can be seen that some
false positives will be chosen if we only rely on the node
scores. Fig. 4(c) shows results of the 1600-nearest-neighbor
degree of the nodes, although the majority of the positive
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Fig. 4. The simulation results using M-UOL Model. Top: Groundtruth, and results using only node confidence, edge similarity and both. Middle: Results
vary in terms of different values of η with the optimal λ (grid-search on ranges of values). Bottom: Results vary in terms of different values of λ with
η being fixed as 0.3. (Better viewed in color.) (a) ground truth. (b) c. (c) W . (c) c + W . (d) η = 0.3. (e) η = 0.4. (f) η = 0.5. (g) η = 0.6. (h) λ = 0.3.
(i) λ = 0.4. (j) λ = 0.5. (k) λ = 0.6.

points are choose, the rate of false negative is rather high.
From fig. 4(d), which shows the case of depends on both
nodes and edges but without the regularization term, we can
find that almost all the positive points are correctly recalled,
but the false positive rate is so high, thus a regularization term
is necessary for removing those false positive points.
The results on the joint objective (Eq. (2)) are visualized
in the second and third row, with various η and λ showing
the influence of the two parameters on the results. Compared
with fig. 4(d), it can be found that with the regularization
term, most of the false positive points can be eliminated,
and the coefficient η controls how sparsity of the results f
could be. The parameter λ influences the results by tuning the
relative importance of the node confidences and the similarities
between nodes. We should note that there is no standard metric
for common object or common pattern discovery since the
definition of “common” depends on the dataset and the task,
so theoretically there are no optimal parameters of η and λ.
In the following experiments on the real-world images,
the parameters are fixed to fulfill the evaluation metric of the
specified task.
D. Applications to Real-World Images
To utilize the proposed framework for common object
discovery and localization in real-world images, we first

extract object proposals for each image using off-the-shelf
method [39]. After generating a pool of object proposals,
we then resort to a pre-trained two-class classifier, called
DeepBox [23], to distinguish the objects from backgrounds.
The proposals with lower probabilities of containing objects
are removed, so that the size of proposal pool is much smaller.
Due to CNN [40] has been demonstrated to have the
capability to capture high-level image representations, we thus
employ the popular AlexNet [41] to extract features for region
proposals. The AlexNet is finely trained on the ImageNet
dataset with 1000 outputs at the last layer, we use the outputs
of the second fc-layer, that is 4096-dimensional feature for
each proposal.
1) Proposal Confidence: We introduce a prior for each
proposal to represent the confidence of being positive. The
average saliency [44] within the box, which provides useful
common foreground prior and has been extensively used in
foreground co-segmentation and image co-localization [5], [7],
can be used as an instructor of positive proposals. And also,
the scores of DeepBox [23], which is used at previous step
to filter out proposals based on a binary classifier, could also
be used to indicate the objectness of proposals. Finally, our
proposal score c in the first term of our objective functions can
be expressed as the weighted combination of the above two
pieces of prior information, the weight is fixed as 0.7/0.3 in
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be noted that the supervision of this setting is even weaker
than traditional weakly-supervised setting where all images
are labeled, however, there can exist anonymous noisy images
which do not contain any common objects in our setting, and
the number of noisy images is unknown either. 2) The mixedclass experiment, which is in a fully unsupervised way without
any prior knowledge and there may be multiple common object
classes contained in the given image sets. This scenario is
common for image/object search, object discovery in videos,
etc. In such a case, the positive images may contain different
types of objects, while the negative images are unknown.
This problem hasn’t been well studied before. To save space,
we abbreviate separate-class to “sep.” and mixed-class to
“mix.”, and we use “sep.-c” to denote the setting where only
the nodes are considered (removing the Laplacian term in the
objective) during mining the subgraphs.
A. Implementation Details

our experiments. It is noted that the choice of proposal scores
can be so flexible and it depends on the specific task and the
prior knowledge.
2) Similarity Matrix: Given the proposal representations,
we compute the similarity matrix Wi, j with all the proposals. Based on the observation that the number of positive
proposals accounts for only a small proportion of the total
proposals and the similarity matrix should be sparse, we set
the similarities between proposals from the same image to
be 0 for the proposed “S-UOL” Model. On the other hand,
for the “M-UOL” Model where positive images containing
multiple common objects, we set the similarities to be 0
only when the IoU of two proposals is larger than a certain
area(P ∩P )
value (e.g., area(Pii ∪P jj ) > 0.5). In addition, the similarity
Wi j is also set to be 0 if the i th and j th proposals are not the
K -reciprocal neighbors to each other, K is fixed as the number
of images in our experiments. This makes sure the quality of
the edge connections. We summarize the working flow of our
proposed unsupervised common object discovery framework
in Algorithm 1.
IV. U NSUPERVISED O BJECT D ISCOVER E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed method on
co-localization and discovery, we conduct experiments on
two benchmarks: the Object Discovery dataset [14] and the
PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [45]. The proposed method
is compared with some representative weakly-supervised
methods [1]–[4], [46]–[49] and also fully unsupervised
methods [5]–[7], [14], [25], [43], [50], [51] in terms of
the detected locations of common objects. To evaluate the
robustness of our method in the presence of outlier images,
we also conduct experiments on the Object Discovery dataset
with outlier ratios ranging from 0% to 60%.
Following [6], we implement two types of settings: 1) The
separate-class experiment, which is conducted across images
with the same class labels (for positive images), so that there
is only one common object class in such a setting. It should

We first extract 300 proposals from each image using [39],
then remove the proposals predicted as backgrounds by [23],
the number of remained object proposals varies from 32 to
180. Grid-search experiments over ranges of values are conducted to find the parameters in the two proposed models,
i.e., S-UOL and M-UOL. For the S-UOL Model, the correct
localization (CorLoc) metric is adopted for a fair comparison
with previous methods, which is defined as the percentage of
images correctly localized according to the PASCAL criterion:
area(Pi ∩Pgt )
area(Pi ∪Pgt ) > 0.5, where Pi is the predicted box and Pgt is
the ground-truth box. For these images which contain multiple
objects, we follow the commonly used criterion that regarding
the image as correctly co-localized if any of its objects are
localized correctly.
For the M-UOL Model, since the last term in the objective
function (i.e., Eq. (2)) only controls the number of selected
object proposals in total and there is no supervision or assumption to indicate the exact number of common objects in each
image, and it is likely that the resulting number of proposals
in each image may be more or less than the number of ground
truth objects. Thus in our experiments, the M-UOL Model is
evaluated by F1-score which is a measurement in instancelevel rather than the image-level metric CorLoc adopted in
the S-UOL Model. The F1-score is defined as:
2 · Precision · Recall
,
F1 =
Precison + Recall
where precision is the proportion of correctly localized positives (IoU>0.5) relative to the number of identified positives,
and recall is the proportion of correctly localized objects
relative to the total number of ground truth objects.
1) The Object Discovery Dataset: The Object Discovery
dataset [14] contains 15k images in three categories: airplane,
car, and horse. As it is automatically collected by the Bing
API using image queries of these three categories, the dataset
contains outlier/negative images without the three common
object classes. To compare with previous co-segmentation and
co-localization method fairly, we use a subset of the dataset
containing 100 images for each category. There are 18, 11,
7 outliers for three categories, respectively. The dataset is
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Fig. 5. Examples of successful co-localization results for the Object Discovery subset in mixed-class setting. Left: Results using our S-UOL Model;
Right: Outlier/Negative images.

TABLE II
C OR L OC (%) FOR THE O BJECT D ISCOVERY S UBSET U SING S-UOL M ODEL

Fig. 6. CorLoc(%) for the Object Discovery dataset with outliers using our
S-UOL Model. (a) separate-class. (b) mixed-class.

originally designed for co-segmentation with pixel-level labels,
we convert the ground-truth segmentations to object locations
by drawing tight bounding boxes around positive pixels.
Table II shows the comparison of state-of-the-art methods
and our S-UOL Model, which assumes that each image contains at most one common object, in the separate-class and
mixed-class settings. From the table we can see that based on
the separate-class setting (Ours-sep.), our method is comparable to the state-of-the-art [6]. The gap between “sep.-c” and
“sep.” demonstrates that both nodes and edges will contribute
to the final performance. Although the results on the mixedclass setting are about 2% lower in average compared with the
separated-setting, our method still outperforms the majority of
previous methods. The reason for the gap between results of
these two settings is that the separate-class experiments are
conducted in each category with 100 images so that there is

only one common object class in this case and the mixedclass experiment are based on all the three categories with
36 negative images in total.
In Figure 6, we show the performance of CorLoc over
outlier ratios using the proposed S-UOL Model. The outlier
images are randomly sampled from PASCAL VOC 2007
(except the images labeled airplane, car and horse). In the
separate-class experiment where there is only one common
object class among the image sets, the performance is still
satisfactory even when the outlier ratio reaches to as high
as 60%. In the mixed-class experiment where there are three
common object classes, the performance is steady in lower
outlier ratios, while drops heavily in high outlier ratios. This
is because, with high outlier ratio, such as 50%, each of the
common object class only accounts for about 16% which is
already not so ‘dominant’.
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TABLE III

TABLE V

F1-S CORES FOR THE O BJECT D ISCOVERY
S UBSET U SING THE M-UOL M ODEL

AVERAGE F1-S CORES FOR THE PASCAL07 U SING THE M-UOL M ODEL

TABLE IV
AVERAGE C OR L OC (%) FOR PASCA07-6×2 U SING THE S-UOL M ODEL

Fig. 7. Examples of co-localization for the PASCAL07-6×2 using the S-UOL
Model under mixed-class setting.

We compare the proposed M-UOL Model with
EdgeBox [39] and DeepBox [23] in terms of the F1-score.
To calculate the measurement, we use the top 300 object
proposals for the EdgeBox and the positives identified by
DeepBox from the 300 proposals are used to evaluate itself.
The results are listed in Table III.
Figure 5 shows example results using the proposed S-UOL
Model and M-UOL Model in the mixed-class setting. In spite
of accounting for small size, the S-UOL is able to localize
the target objects from cluttered backgrounds. It is noted that
for the M-UOL Model, we have no constraint on the exact
number of objects in each image. Thus, the output proposals
are usually more or less than the ground truth objects. We also
show some outlier images that can be successfully eliminated
by both models.
2) PASCAL VOC 2007 Dataset: The PASCAL VOC
2007 dataset [45] is one of the most popular datasets for
computer vision tasks such as classification, detection, and
segmentation, and it contains 5011 images in 20 object categories. This dataset is quite challenging for the task of colocalization because: 1) most of the objects in this set of
images are with considerable clutter, occlusion, and different
viewpoints; 2) many images in this dataset contain multiple
common objects. Following the experimental setup defined
in [6], we evaluate our method on two sizes of sets: PASCA076×2 and PASCA07-all. The PASCA07-6×2 consists of all
images from 6 classes (aeroplane, bicycle, boat, bus, horse, and
motorbike) of train+val dataset from the left and right aspects
each. Each of the 12 class/viewpoints combinations contains
between 21∼50 images for a total of 463 images. And for
the large-scale dataset PASCA07-all, we use all images from
train+val datasets to evaluate our method.
a) PASCA07-6×2: In Table VI, we compare our S-UOL
model with previous methods in terms of CorLoc. In both
separate-/mixed-class settings, our method can achieve satisfactory performance. The results of the separate-class without
the Laplacian term (sep.-c) is also among the top performances. Though being lower in certain categories, the average

performance of our method is comparable to that of [6] in the
separate-class setting (sep.) and much higher in the mixedclass setting. Fig. 7 presents some examples generated by the
S-UOL Model. And the results of the M-UOL Model for this
dataset are showed in Table V with the average F1-scores.
b) PASCA07-All: Here we tackle a much more challenging and large-scale discovery task, using all images from
the PASCAL07 train+val dataset. The comparison of our SUOL model to the state-of-the-arts is shown in Table VII,
where the top 10 rows are weakly supervised localization
methods, [6] and [7] are fully unsupervised methods, and
[6] also provides results in weakly-supervised setting. From
Table VII we can see that our S-UOL model outperforms stateof-the-art unsupervised method [6] in separate-class setting,
and also slightly outperforms the fully-unsupervised setting
of [7] and [6]-mix. As weakly-supervised setting, the results
achieved by “our-sep” are inferior to some previous weaklysupervised methods, the reasons might rely on: 1) as we have
stated above, the supervision of “Our-sep” is even weaker
than traditional weakly-supervised setting; 2) some of the
weakly-supervised methods use additional supervision or prior
knowledge [47], [55]. We show some examples of results
in Fig. 8. Table V shows the comparisons of our M-UOL
Model with EdgeBox [39] and DeepBox [23] in terms of the
average F1-scores.
3) Discussion: In this section, we conduct more ablation
studies on different strategies of proposal selection and on
multiple kinds of features, especially hand-crafted features.
Table VIII(a) shows the average CorLoc(%) on object discovery benchmarks. “All” denotes using all 300 proposals
extracted by [39], and “Top-x%” denotes using top x%
proposals ranked by objectness score [39]. The average number of selected proposals by DeepBox [23] is 67 for each
image. From the table we can see that, using all proposals is
slightly better than Deepbox. Actually, the main advantage of
using DeepBox is to reduce computational complexity. As we
stated in Sect. III-B, the worst case complexity of optimizing
objective function is O(M 2 en), where M is the number of
proposals from all images. With DeepBox, the average number
of selected proposals can be reduced to 67 per image, which
is significantly efficient compared to 300 per image.
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Fig. 8. Examples of co-localization for the PASCAL07-all using the S-UOL Model in mixed-class setting, we resize the ratio of width and height in order
to show elegantly.
TABLE VI
C OR L OC (%) FOR PASCAL07-6×2 U SING THE S-UOL M ODEL . T HE M ETHODS L ABELED BY ‘∗’ A RE IN W EAKLY S UPERVISED WAY

To validate our method in fully-unsupervised way,
we replace the CNN features with HOG and SIFT features to calculate the similarity matrix while keeping other
implementation details unchanged. The results (Cor-Loc(%))
based on the S-UOL Model in the mixed-class setting are
shown in Table VIII(b). Even with HOG or SIFT features,
our method can still obtain good results.
V. I MAGE R ETRIEVAL E XPERIMENTS
Our proposed framework can also be easily applied in the
problem of image/instance retrieval. Different from traditional
image/instance retrieval methods, which only depend on the
similarity between query and reference images to rank the
references, we also use the similarities among references.
Specifically, the initial retrieval score which is obtained by
similarities between query and references is used as node

confidence and the similarities among references are used to
construct the Laplacian matrix in our objective function. The
idea to apply our method to improve ranking is based on the
following observation. If the neighbor images of an image I
match query Q, then it is likely that image I also matches Q,
even with a mild similarity between I and Q. On the contrary,
if the neighbor images of an image I are distinct to the query
Q, then it is likely that I do not match Q either, even though
the individual similarity between I and Q is high, so that noisy
images can be removed. The output of our proposed algorithm
is a binary vector with 1 denoting an image belongs to a specified query, then the selected images are re-ranked by the initial
retrieval score. We evaluate our proposed framework on two
datasets, Oxford5k building [57] and Holidays dataset [58].
The first is selected for instance/object retrieval, and the latter
for scene/image retrieval. For both datasets, we report mAP
as the measurement metric. To save space, we use ‘-c’ to
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TABLE VII
C OR L OC (%) FOR PASCAL07-A LL U SING THE S-UOL M ODEL . T HE M ETHODS L ABELED BY ‘∗’ A RE IN W EAKLY S UPERVISED WAY

TABLE VIII

TABLE IX

A BLATION S TUDIES IN T ERMS OF D IFFERENT P RIOR K NOWLEDGE .
(a) C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT WAYS OF S ELECTING P ROPOSALS .
(b) C OMPARISON OF CNN F EATURE W ITH
H AND -C RAFTED F EATURES

T HE R ESULTS OF I MAGE R ETRIEVAL ON H OLIDAYS D ATASET

and reference images can be used as the node confidences in
our framework, then the retrieval accuracy could be further
improved by our proposed M-UOL model.
represent the case that only considering the similarity between
query and reference images.
A. Holidays
This dataset contains 1491 images of which 500 are queries.
It contains images of different scenes, items and monuments. For each image, the maximum activation of convolutions (MAC) feature and regional maximum activation of
convolutions (R-MAC) feature [29] are extracted. The final
dimensions of the two kinds of features are both 512. Let
q ∈ Rd denote the feature vector of a query, and I ∈ Rd×N
be the feature matrix of the dataset, where N is the number of
reference images. Then the node confidence c ∈ R N , which
represents the similarity between the query and the reference
images, can be computed as:
c = q  I,

(6)

and the similarity matrix W ∈ R N×N between the reference
images are computed as:
W = I  I.

(7)

Table IX lists our performance and some recent studies
on this dataset. We can find that with similar dimension
of feature vector, our proposed M-UOL model can improve
> 2% compared with the results using only the similarity
between query and reference images. Note that any state-ofthe-art methods which learn the similarity between the query

B. Oxford5k
This dataset is composed of 5063 reference images and
55 queries. The object bounding boxes in the queries have
been given, so it means the query objects are known. The
challenging of this dataset is that the scale of the objects in
the reference images varies a lot, and all the buildings are
very similar. Since this dataset targets at instance retrieval,
the objects contained in images should be focused, thus we
extract object proposals from each image. Then for each object
proposal, the maximum activation of convolutions (MAC)
feature and regional maximum activation of convolutions (RMAC) feature [29] are extracted. The final dimensions of the
two kinds of features are both 512. We denote the feature
matrix of all the object proposals as P ∈ Rd×M . In such a
case, the node confidence is c ∈ R M , which represents the
similarity between the query object and the object proposals:
c = q  P,

(8)

and the similarity matrix W ∈ R M×M between the object
proposals is computed as:
W = P  P.

(9)

Then, the node confidence of each reference image, i.e.,
the distance between query object to the reference image
is determined by the nearest object proposals in the image.
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TABLE X
T HE R ESULTS OF I NSTANCE R ETRIEVAL ON O XFORD 5 K

The similarity Wi j between any two images i and j is determined by averaging the similarities between all the objects
proposals in them. From Table X, we can be found that
with similar feature dimension, our M-UOL model using
R-MAC can achieve state-of-the-art performance. Compared
with the retrieval results of using only the similarity between
the query and reference images (‘Ours-c’), the M-UOL model
can increase about 3% with both MAC and R-MAC, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed M-UOL model.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a framework for common object
discovery and localization in wild images. Like most previous
methods which are based on the assumption that there is only
one object contained in each positive image, we introduce
the S-UOL Model, which is also demonstrated to be robust
even with a significant proportion of outlier images. Then,
the M-UOL Model is further introduced for a more general
scenario where there could be multiple common objects contained in each image. The proposed M-UOL Model can also
be easily extended to the task of image/instance retrieval.
Inspired by min-cut/max-flow algorithms, we then present
a constrained sub-graph mining algorithm to optimize the
two models. To evaluate the proposed method, we conduct
extensive experiments under multiple settings and compare
with many representative studies. Empirical results demonstrate that the proposed method performs well despite in a
fully unsupervised way, and even when variations in scale,
view-point, appearance or partial occlusions frequently occur
in images.
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